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Abstract

“Every point (and therefore every thing) in the entire universe is connected to every-other point and
thing in the universe by the space that everything in the universe is defined by.
You may think of space as being empty, but science has proven that this perception is an illusion,
that space is actually completely full of sub-quantum vibrations called "vacuum fluctuations" that
when all added up equal nearly an infinite amount of energy.
This field of energy that permeates the entire universe has been given a lot of names over the
decades: the aether, the plenum, the zero point field, the quantum foam, the source field, the
vacuum, God, call it whatever you like, the SPACE that fills everything also connects everything.”
~ Nassim Haramein
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1 Value Proposition
We propose Vacuum (f) Space Energy token (VfSE) as a token of investment into limitless clean
energy.

2 Introduction
Vacuum Foundation (VF) is committed to advancing the research and education of vacuum, as
well as collaboration with other researchers and inventors to make relevant findings available to
the public.

2.1 Mission


Vacuum (f) Space Energy token (VfSE) like other coins is embarking on an ambitious project
that will make cryptocurrencies viewed outside of the cryptocurrency world as something very
beneficial. Our mission is to raise funds for scientific development and provide grants to
deserving applicants. Token holders as investors into breakthrough technology will have the
power to leverage innovation as broadly as possible.

2.2 Vision
Our vision is to help human civilization evolve to the point when it will be able to control
gravitational field and be able to harvest energy directly out of the vacuum.

2.3 Benefits


Tapping into the network of the structure of space will open incredible possibilities. This will be a
quantum leap in human evolution and Vacuum Foundation will be part of it.

3 Blockchain
A blockchain, originally blockchain, is a continuously growing list of records, called blocks, which
are linked and secured using cryptography. Each block typically contains a hash pointer as a
link to a previous block, a timestamp and transaction data. By design, blockchains are inherently
resistant to modification of the data.



3.1 Token Technology
The Vacuum (f) Space Energy token (VfSE), a token based on Ethereum, is an important
element of a new marketplace. Ethereum is an open source, blockchain-based, distributed
computing platform oriented towards smart contracts. Eﬀectively, Ethereum is a distributed

virtual machine that allows end users to construct smart contracts for transactions. Smart
contracts are stateful applications stored in the Ethereum blockchain. These contracts are
cryptographically secure and can verify or enforce performance of the contract. token contracts
are a standard feature of the Ethereum ecosystem.
Ethereum has been used for mobile payment systems, distributed exchanges, tokens pegged to
commodities and at currencies, market clearing mechanisms, micropayment systems for
distributed computing resources, commodities and securities exchanges, crowdfunding, and
legal document verication.

4 Funding
Funding options have been chosen by founder. Future changes will occur through Virtual Voting
DApp (token holders)

4.1 Funding options:
-

VfSE Token Exchange

-

All For One game (VfSE Lottery)

-

Donations

-

Investors



4.2 Founder
Peter Šumnik, founder of Vacuum Foundation
Created VfSE token, smart contract and web page @ https://vacuum.foundation/
Created All For One game (VfSE Lottery) and web page @ https://all-for-one.club/
Founder and CEO of randomSign (Leading Edge Solutions) - randomsign.com, LinkedIn

5 VfSE Token Exchange
Buy and Sell Vacuum (f) Space Energy token (VfSE) @
https://vacuum.foundation/buy-and-sell-vfse-tokens/

5.1 Token Summary (Value)


Exchange rate: 1 ETH = 1 VfSE.
After every 1000 VfSE tokens sold the price of the token will rise by 13%.



5.2 Token Distribution
-

Token available to public: 31.415.926 (thirty-one million four hundred fifteen thousand
nine hundred twenty-six).

-

Amount of all tokens: : 31.415.926 (thirty-one million four hundred fifteen thousand nine
hundred twenty-six).

-

VfSE Lottery funded through public available VfSE tokens until sold out.

6 VfSE Lottery (All For One)
Play All For One (VfSE Lottery)  @ https://all-for-one.club/

6.1 Game Rules


At least 2 players (2 payments) are needed for the game to begin. Player has to pay 1 ETH to
enter the game. When the second player enters the game the 24-hour countdown begins. In the
next 24 hours, the infinite amount of players can join the game, each by paying 1 ETH, like first
two players. After 24 hours have passed the first new player opens a new game round and
automatically finishes the previous one. The winner is randomly chosen from all the players
(payment addresses) that were playing the game. Winning crypto address gets 90% of ETH
collected in a single round + 10% of the corresponding amount in VfSE tokens.

6.2 Bet Amount


Single bet equals 1 ETH.



6.3 Lottery Funding
10% of VfSE Lottery funded through public available VfSE tokens until tokens are sold out.
Collected profit is invested directly into Vacuum Foundation through VfSE token swap.

7 Distribution of Funds
Token holders vote (Virtual Voting DApp) on the budget for:
-

-

Administration: Consists of Vacuum Foundation legal, security, accounting and other
associated administration costs.
Technical costs: Marketing will focus on expanding awareness and adoption of the
Vacuum Foundation and the VfSE solution among people. This also includes the growth
and maintenance of the worldwide community.
Contractors: These funds will be directed at third-party providers oﬀering engineering,
marketing, growth-hacking, PR, partnerships and more.
Contingency: This is a set-aside for unforeseen costs.
Investment:  This nancing allows for the rollout of the VfSE solution, including the
necessary adjustments to and development of the existing idea.
Profit:  This allows re-investment of the profit in the business (retained earnings) and
payment of a proportion of the profit as tokens (ETH or VfSE) to token holders.

8 FAQs
Please visit FAQ section @ https://vacuum.foundation/faq/
Please visit FAQ section @ https://all-for-one.club/faq/

